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Abstract. Nesting is a useful technique in many areas of database practice. For instance, nesting
is a fundamental operation for the nested relational data model, it can be applied to reduce the level
of data redundancy in a database instance, to improve query processing or to convert data from one
model to another.
We further address the question when nesting operations commute with one another, i.e., when the
ﬁnal nested database relation is independentof the order in which the nesting operations are applied.
Infact,it hasbeenshownthatthesatisfactionofweakmultivalueddependenciesprovidesasufﬁcient
and necessary condition for the commutativity of nesting operations.
We study inference systems for different notions of implication for weak multivalued dependencies.
First, we establish an axiomatisation with the property that every weak multivalued dependency can
be inferred either without any application of the complementation rule or by a single application of
the complementation rule necessary only in the very last step of the inference. Consequently, the
complementation rule is a mere means to achieve a decomposition of the database. Secondly, we
drop the assumption of having a ﬁxed underlying schema, and establish an axiomatisation of weak
multivalued dependencies for the notion of implication in this context.
Keywords: Logic in Databases, Nested Relation, Weak Multivalued Dependency, Inference Sys-
tem
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1. Introduction
The relational model of data [7] still deﬁnes the basis for the core technologies of most commercial
database management systems. This is mainly due toits sound, easy-to-apply framework that can address
a large amount of data we are interested in, but also to the familiarity and proﬁciency that users and
administrators have accrued in dealing with relational databases.
However, the ﬁrst normal form condition of the relational model of data has proven too restrictive
for several applications. Complex-value data models have been proposed to overcome severe limitations
of the relational data model when designing many practical database applications. One of the most
studied complex-value data models is the nested relational model of data [15, 20, 26, 29, 34] in which
an attribute contains either an atomic value or a nested relation. In this context the operation of nesting
is fundamental [20]: data tuples that have matching values on some ﬁxed attribute set can be represented
as a single nested tuple by collecting a set of the different tuple values on the remaining attributes. We
illustrate this operation by the following example.
Example 1.1. We consider the following ﬂat relation that shows a snapshot of different dancing courses
in which ladies and gentleman partner up.
Flat relation
Course Lady Gentleman
Swing Dulcinea Quixote
Swing Dulcinea Sancho
Swing Theresa Sancho
Swing Theresa Don Quixote
Swing Beatrice Dante
Street Eve Tupac
Street Queen L. DMX
Street Eve DMX
The ﬂat relation may be subject to different nesting operations whose result is illustrated in the
following tables.
Nest over Lady
Course Lady Gentleman
Swing {Dulcinea,Theresa} Quixote
Swing {Dulcinea,Theresa} Sancho
Swing {Beatrice} Dante
Street {Eve} Tupac
Street {Queen L., Eve} DMX
Nest over Gentleman
Course Lady Gentleman
Swing Dulcinea {Quixote, Sancho}
Swing Theresa {Quixote, Sancho}
Street Eve {Tupac, DMX}
Street Queen L. {DMX}
Nest over Lady, then Gentleman
Course Lady Gentleman
Swing {Dulcinea,Theresa} {Quixote,Sancho}
Swing {Beatrice} {Dante}
Street {Eve} {Tupac}
Street {Queen L., Eve} {DMX}
Nest over Gentleman, then Lady
Course Lady Gentleman
Swing {Dulcinea,Theresa} {Quixote, Sancho}
Street {Eve} {Tupac, DMX}
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As we can see nesting is not limited to a single application.
Previous Work. The operation of nesting has conceptual advantages [32, 35], is part of the deep
nested relational algebra [22, 24], can beneﬁt the efﬁciency of query processing [10, 20, 21], remove
data redundancy [9], yield hybrid database decompositions [10], improve information integration [32]
and the conversion of data into different formats [25], but has also considerable applications in Bayesian
networks [6, 41].
As we can notice from Example 1.1 the operation of nesting is not commutative in general. However,
exact conditions on the original relation are known that guarantee that the resulting nested relation is
invariant under different orders of consecutive nesting operations. In fact, Jaeschke and Schek [20]
introduced weak multivalued dependencies (wMVDs) for this purpose. In a nutshell, the nesting of the
ﬂat relation from Example 1.1 over Lady, then Gentleman is different from its nesting over Gentleman,
then Lady because the ﬂat relation does not exhibit the wMVD Course ։w Lady. An insertion of the
tuple (Street,Queen L.,Tupac) into the ﬂat relation would result in a new relation that does satisfy this
dependency, and the two different orders of nesting would result in the same nested relations.
Due to their importance and wide applicability wMVDs have been well-studied. Fischer and Van
Gucht [10] have given several characterisations for the satisﬁability of such dependencies, and also es-
tablished a ﬁnite ground axiomatisation. The notion of a wMVD is dependent on the underlying universe
R of attributes [20]. Syntactically, this dependence is represented by the R-complementation rule which
is the only inference rule in the axiomatisation of wMVDs that is dependent on R [10]. This is similar
to the situation for multivalued dependencies (MVDs)[2, 3, 8]. Further research on MVDs has led to an
alternative notion of semantic implication in which the underlying universe is left undetermined [3]. In
the same paper Biskup shows that this notion can be captured syntactically by a sound and complete set
of inference rules, denoted by S. If SC results from adding the R-complementation rule to S, then SC
is R-sound and R-complete for the R-implication of MVDs for all relation schemata R. In fact, for every
inference of an MVD by SC there is an inference of the same MVD in which the R-complementation
rule is applied at most once, and if it is applied, then in the last step of the inference (SC is said to be
R-complementary). This indicates that the R-complementation rule simply reﬂects a part of the normal-
isation process, and does not necessarily infer semantically meaningful consequences, i.e., MVDs that
are valid in all possible universes. Recently, this research has been extended into different directions: for
MVDs themselves [14, 27, 28], to the combined class of functional dependencies and MVDs [4], and to
(the combined class of functional and) full hierarchical dependencies [4, 12].
Contributions. In this paper we extend the line of research into yet another direction. In fact, we
continue the investigation of weak multivalued dependencies and the properties of their corresponding
inference systems. Similar to the case of MVDs one may argue that inferences of wMVDs by the R-
complementation rule may generate dependencies that are only the result of the given universe R, but do
not carry any actual semantic information. For instance, every relation over {Course,Lady,Gentleman}
that satisﬁes Course ։w Lady will also satisfy Course ։w Gentleman but this is just a consequence
of {Gentleman} being the complement of {Course,Lady} relatively to {Course,Lady,Gentleman}. If
we alter the universe to {Course,Lady,Gentleman,Dance}, then the wMVD Course ։w Lady does not
imply Course ։w Gentleman. Strictly speaking, wMVDs that are dependent on the underlying universe
should not be utilized to infer further wMVDs. Indeed, if the R-complementation rule is applied in a
step different from the last, then one may wonder whether the result of the inference is universally valid
(valid in all universes) or only valid in the underlying universe.86 S. Hartmann and S. Link/On Weak Multivalued Dependencies
Example 1.2. Suppose weﬁxtheuniverse to{Course,Lady,Gentleman,Dance}, andsuppose thewMVD
Course ։w Lady has been speciﬁed. Consider the following inference in which rules from Table 1 are
applied. We infer Course ։w Course, Gentleman, Dance from Course ։w Lady by means of the (nat-
ural) complementation rule. Subsequently, we infer Course ։w Gentleman, Dance from Course ։w
Course, Gentleman, Dance by the transport 1 rule. Finally, we infer Course ։w Course, Lady from
Course ։w Gentleman, Dance by the natural complementation rule again. Since we used the (natural)
complementation rule also at an inference step different from the last, this inference does not allow us
to conclude whether the wMVD Course ։w Course, Lady is valid in all universes, or only valid in the
universe {Course,Lady,Gentleman,Dance}.
An adequate inference system should be able to separate the wMVDs that are universally valid from
those wMVDsthat are only valid in the underlying universe. This line of reasoning suggests two different
approaches:
1. we accept the original notion of implication that is dependent on the underlying universe. In this
case, the R-complementation rule must be applied at most in the very last step of an inference.
This is to ensure that all wMVDs that are universally valid can all be identiﬁed, and, subsequently,
all those wMVDs that result from the ﬁxed universe R are inferred (by a single application of the
R-complementation rule, respectively) as well.
2. we reject the original notion of implication that is dependent on the underlying universe. In this
case, we leave the set of underlying attributes undetermined. Intuitively, this notion should capture
all those implied wMVDs that are universally valid.
In this article, we explore both approaches. In the case of ﬁxed universes, we will show that the ax-
iomatisation of wMVDs [10] is not R-complementary for all relation schemata R. That is, there are
relation schemata R for which there are R-implied wMVDs that do require the application of the R-
complementation rule at an inference step different from the last. Hence, the inference system in [10] is
not adequate since it cannot always separate between those wMVDs that are universally valid and those
which are only valid in a ﬁxed universe. However, a slight modiﬁcation of the R-complementation rule
results in an inference system that is indeed R-complementary for all relation schemata R. This result
shows that a clear separation is possible between wMVDs valid in all universes and wMVDs valid only
in a ﬁxed universe.
Example 1.3. Consider Example 1.2 again. The inference steps to infer Course ։w Course, Lady from
Course ։w Lady can be replaced by a single application of the transport 2 rule, cf. Table 1. It is evident
that the wMVD Course ։w Course, Lady is universally valid.
Our second contribution establishes a ﬁnite axiomatisation of wMVDs for the alternative notion of
implication in which the underlying set of attributes is left undetermined [3]. In that framework, infer-
ences of possibly meaningless wMVDs are completely ruled out. For instance, the wMVD Course ։w
Gentleman is not implied by Course ։w Lady.
These two contributions reveal the role of the R-complementation rule as a mere means to achieve
database decompositions. This is in complete analogy to the R-complementation rule for multivalued
dependencies, both in total and in partial databases (permitting null values) [3, 27, 28].S. Hartmann and S. Link/On Weak Multivalued Dependencies 87
Outline. We summarise basic notions of the relational model of data and weak multivalued depen-
dencies in Section 2. In Section 3 we illustrate the applications of wMVDs, in particular on nesting,
database decompositions and Bayesian networks. We establish the ﬁrst complementary axiomatisation
of wMVDs for ﬁxed universes in Section 4, and the ﬁrst axiomatisation of wMVDs in undetermined
universes in Section 5. We conclude in Section 6 and outline some related future research.
2. Weak Multivalued Dependencies
Let A = {A1,A2,...} be a (countably) inﬁnite set of attributes. A relation schema is a ﬁnite set R =
{A1,...,An} of distinct symbols, called attributes, which represent column names of a relation. Each
attribute Ai of a relation schema is associated with an inﬁnite domain dom(Ai) which represents the set
of possible values that can occur in the column named Ai. If X and Y are sets of attributes, then we may
write XY for X ∪ Y . If X = {A1,...,Am}, then we may write A1    Am for X. In particular, we
may write simply A to represent the singleton {A}. A tuple over R = {A1,...,An} (R-tuple or simply
tuple, if R is understood) is a function t : R →
n S
i=1
dom(Ai) with t(Ai) ∈ dom(Ai) for i = 1,...,n.
For X ⊆ R let t[X] denote the restriction of the tuple t over R on X, and dom(X) =
Q
A∈X dom(A)
the Cartesian product of the domains of attributes in X. A relation r over R is a ﬁnite set of tuples over
R. The relation schema R is also called the set Dom(r) of attributes over which the relation r over
R is deﬁned. Let r[X] = {t[X] | t ∈ r} denote the projection of the relation r over R on X ⊆ R.
For X,Y ⊆ R, r1 ⊆ dom(X) and r2 ⊆ dom(Y ) let r1 ⊲⊳ r2 = {t ∈ dom(XY ) | ∃t1 ∈ r1,t2 ∈
r2 with t[X] = t1[X] and t[Y ] = t2[Y ]} denote the natural join of r1 and r2. Note that the 0-ary
relation {()} is the projection r[∅] of a non-empty relation r on ∅ as well as left and right identity of the
natural join operator.
A multivalued dependency (MVD) [8, 42] on R is an expression X ։ Y where X,Y ⊆ R. A
relation r over R satisﬁes the MVD X ։ Y , denoted by |=r X ։ Y , if and only if for all t1,t2 ∈ r with
t1[X] = t2[X] there is some t ∈ r with t[XY ] = t1[XY ] and t[X(R−Y )] = t2[X(R−Y )]. Informally,
the relation r satisﬁes X ։ Y when the value on X determines the set of values on Y independently
from the set of values on R − Y . This actually suggests that the relation schema R is overloaded in the
sense that it carries two independent facts XY and X(R − Y ). More precisely, it is shown in [8] that
MVDs “provide a necessary and sufﬁcient condition for a relation to be decomposable into two of its
projections without loss of information (in the sense that the original relation is guaranteed to be the join
of the two projections)”. This means that |=r X ։ Y if and only if r = r[XY ] ⊲⊳ r[X(R − Y )].
Weak multivalued dependencies have been introduced to characterise the commutativity of nesting
operations [20]. They generalise MVDs in the sense that a relation may satisfy the wMVD X ։w Y but
not the MVD X ։ Y , but the MVD X ։ Y implies its associated wMVD X ։w Y .
Deﬁnition 2.1. Let R be some relation schema. A weak multivalued dependency (wMVD) is an ex-
pression X ։w Y where X,Y ⊆ R. An R-relation r is said to satisfy the wMVD X ։w Y ,
denoted by |=r X ։w Y , if and only if for all tuples t1,t2,t3 ∈ r such that t1[XY ] = t2[XY ]
and t1[X(R − Y )] = t3[X(R − Y )] there is some tuple t4 ∈ r such that t4[XY ] = t3[XY ] and
t4[X(R − Y )] = t2[X(R − Y )].88 S. Hartmann and S. Link/On Weak Multivalued Dependencies
In the deﬁnition of wMVD satisfaction one may notice the dependence on the underlying set R of
attributes.
Example 2.1. Suppose we have the relation schema DANCE with attributes Course, Lady and Gentle-
man. Theintention is torecord information about whopartners up withwhom inwhich course. Naturally,
some pairs do not change their partners at all, but sometimes pairs switch. The following is an artiﬁcially
small relation over DANCE.
Course Lady Gentleman
Latin Racquel Jose
Latin Lorena Flavio
Latin Flor Ruy
Latin Flor Flavio
Latin Lorena Ruy
In this relation, the pairs (Lorena,Flavio) and (Flor,Ruy) have switched at least once while the pair
(Racquel,Jose) always dance together. It is evident that this relation does not satisfy the MVD Course ։
Lady, for instance because Racquel never dances with Flavio. However, the relation does satisfy the
weak MVD Course ։w Lady.
For the design of a relational database schema dependencies are normally speciﬁed as semantic
constraints on the relations which are intended to be instances of the schema. Usually, the design process
requires the data administrator to determine further dependencies which are logically implied by the
given ones. In order to emphasise the dependence of implication on the underlying relation schema R
we refer to R-implication. Let lhs(σ) and rhs(σ) denote the attribute sets on the left-hand side and
right-hand side, respectively, of a wMVD σ, i.e., lhs(σ) = X and rhs(σ) = Y if σ denotes the wMVD
X ։w Y . Let Attr(σ) denote the set of attributes affected by σ, i.e., Attr(σ) = lhs(σ) ∪ rhs(σ).
Deﬁnition 2.2. Let Σ ∪ {ϕ} be a set of wMVDs such that ∪σ∈ΣAttr(σ) ∪ Attr(ϕ) ⊆ R. We say that
Σ R-implies ϕ if and only if each relation r over R that satisﬁes all σ ∈ Σ also satisﬁes ϕ.
Example 2.2. Consider again the relation schema DANCE from Example 2.1. The wMVD Course ։w
Lady R-implies the wMVD Course ։w Course,Lady and the wMVD Course ։w Gentleman.
In order to determine the logical consequences of a set of wMVDs with respect to R-implication one
can use the inference rules [10] from Table 1. These inference rules have the form
premise
conclusion
and inference rules without a premise are called axioms.
Let Σ∪{ϕ} be a set of wMVDs on the relation schema R. We will use S to denote a set of inference
rules. In this paper, we consider only those sets of inference rules in which either the R-complementation
rule can be the only inference rule that is dependent on R or the natural R-complementation rule can be
the only inference rule that is dependent on R. In particular, all sets S we consider for wMVDs willS. Hartmann and S. Link/On Weak Multivalued Dependencies 89
X ։w X
XV ։w Y
XV ։w Y − V
(reﬂexivity, R) (transport 1, T1)
XV ։w Y
XV ։w Y V
X ։w Y
XV ։w Y
(transport 2, T2) (augmentation, A)
X ։w Y
X ։w R − XY
X ։w Y
X ։w R − Y
(R-complementation, CR) (natural R-complementation, CN
R )
Table 1. Inference Rules for Weak Multivalued Dependencies
form a subset of the rule set in Table 1. The notion of syntactical inference (⊢S) with respect to a set S
of inference rules can be deﬁned analogously to the notion in the relational data model [30]. That is, a
ﬁnite sequence γ = [ψ1,...,ψl] of wMVDs is called an inference from Σ by S if every ψi is either an
element of Σ or is obtained by applying one of the rules of S to appropriate elements of {ψ1,...,ψi−1}.
We say that the inference γ infers ψl, i.e., the last element of the sequence γ, and write Σ ⊢S ψl. Let
Σ+
S = {ϕ | Σ ⊢S ϕ} denote the syntactic closure of Σ under inferences by S. An inference rule
is called R-sound if the set of dependencies in the premise of the rule R-implies the dependency in
the conclusion. The rules of Table 1 are R-sound for all R [10]. The set S is called R-sound for the
R-implication of wMVDs if and only if for every set Σ of wMVDs on the relation schema R we have
Σ+
S ⊆ Σ∗
R = {ϕ | Σ R-implies ϕ}. The set S is called R-complete for the R-implication of wMVDs
if and only if for every set Σ of wMVDs on R we have Σ∗
R ⊆ Σ+
S. An R-complete set S is said to be
R-complementary if and only if for every set Σ ∪ {ϕ} of wMVDs on R the following holds: if there is
an inference of a wMVD ϕ from Σ by S, then there is also an inference of ϕ from Σ by S in which the
R-complementation rule CR (or the natural R-complementation rule CN
R , respectively) is applied at most
once, and if it is applied, then it is applied in the last step of the inference. The system
F = {R,T1,T2,A,CR}
is known to be both R-sound and R-complete for the R-implication of wMVDs, for all relation schema
R [10].
We will show in this paper that F is not R-complementary for all relation schemata R. However, if
WC is obtained from F by replacing the R-complementation rule CR by the natural R-complementation
rule CN
R , then WC is indeed R-complementary for all relation schemata R.
In order to avoid the inference of possibly meaningless wMVDs, we can apply Biskup’s alternative
notion of implication [3] in which the underlying set of attributes is left undetermined. A wMVD X ։w
Y with ﬁnite sets of attributes X,Y ⊆ A is satisﬁed by some relation r if and only if X,Y ⊆ Dom(r)
and the following holds: for all tuples t1,t2,t3 ∈ r such that t1[XY ] = t2[XY ] and t1[X(Dom(r) −
Y )] = t3[X(Dom(r)−Y )] there is some tuple t4 ∈ r such that t4[XY ] = t3[XY ] and t4[X(Dom(r)−
Y )] = t2[X(Dom(r) − Y )].90 S. Hartmann and S. Link/On Weak Multivalued Dependencies
Deﬁnition 2.3. Let Σ ∪ {ϕ} be a ﬁnite set of wMVDs. We say that Σ implies ϕ if and only if every
relation r satisﬁes the following condition: if ∪σ∈ΣAttr(σ) ∪ Attr(ϕ) ⊆ Dom(r) and r satisﬁes all
σ ∈ Σ, then r also satisﬁes ϕ.
The notions of soundness and completeness are simply adapted to the context of undetermined uni-
verses by dropping the reference to the underlying relation schema R from the corresponding notions in
the context of ﬁxed universes.
Let Σ ∪ {ϕ} be a set of wMVDs, and let R be some relation schema such that ∪σ∈ΣAttr(σ) ∪
Attr(ϕ) ⊆ R holds. Based on Deﬁnitions 2.2 and 2.3 it follows that Σ R-implies ϕ whenever Σ implies
ϕ. However, the following Example 2.3 illustrates that the reverse direction does not hold.
Example 2.3. Consider the attributes Course, Lady, and Gentleman as well as the following set of
wMVDs
Σ = {Course ։w Lady}.
We notice that Σ {Course, Lady, Gentleman}-implies Course ։w Gentleman. However, we give a
counterexample relation for the implication of Course ։w Gentelman by Σ. In fact, the relation
Course Lady Gentleman Dance
Latin Lorena Flavio Salsa
Latin Flor Ruy Rumba
Latin Flor Flavio Rumba
satisﬁes the wMVD Course ։w Lady but violates the wMVD Course ։w Gentleman since Flavio
dances with Lorena the Salsa, Ruy dances with Flor the Rumba and Flavio dances with Flor the Rumba,
but Ruy does not dance with Lorena the Salsa.
Example 2.3 illustrates that the wMVD Course ։w Gentleman is not necessarily a valid conse-
quence of Course ։w Lady.
3. Nesting and other Applications of Weak MVDs
Originally, the purpose for introducing weak multivalued dependencies was the study of nest operations
in the nested relational data model [20]. Since then many other applications of wMVDs have been
discussed in the literature, e.g. query processing and optimisation [20, 10, 21], deep nested relational
algebra [22], database decompositions [10], information integration [32], conversion ofdata into different
formats [25] and also for Bayesian networks [6, 41].
Nesting. Let r be a (possibly nested) relation over the relation schema R and X an attribute set with
X ⊆ R. For each projected tuple π ∈ r[R − X] we deﬁne a nested tuple tπ by:
tπ[R − X] = π and tπ[X] = {t′[X] | t′ ∈ r and t′[R − X] = π}.
The nested relation νX(r) obtained from nesting r on the attribute set X is deﬁned as νX(r) = {tπ | π ∈
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Example 3.1. Consider the Dance-relation r from Example 2.1. Below we have given examples of
nesting several relations on various attribute sets.
r
Course Lady Gentleman
Latin Racquel Jose
Latin Lorena Flavio
Latin Flor Ruy
Latin Flor Flavio
Latin Lorena Ruy
νLady(r)
Course Lady Gentleman
Latin {Racquel} Jose
Latin {Lorena, Flor} Flavio
Latin {Flor, Lorena} Ruy
νGentleman(r)
Course Lady Gentleman
Latin Racquel {Jose}
Latin Lorena {Flavio,Ruy}
Latin Flor {Ruy,Flavio}
νGentleman(νLady(r)) = νLady(νGentleman(r))
Course Lady Gentleman
Latin {Racquel} {Jose}
Latin {Lorena,Flor} {Flavio,Ruy}
Of course, nesting can be applied consecutively.
One may have noticed that in the speciﬁc case of the previous example it did not matter whether we
ﬁrst nest on Lady and then on Gentleman, or vice versa. We say that the two nesting operations commute.
However, this is not always the case. In fact, weak multivalued dependencies characterise the situation
when two nest operations on disjoint attribute sets commute.
Theorem 3.1. [20] Let R be some relation schema and r some R-relation. Let X,Y ⊆ R. Then
|=r X ։w Y if and only if νY (νR−XY (r)) = νR−XY (νY (r)).
The result has been generalised to deal with an arbitrary ﬁnite number of consecutive nesting opera-
tions [37]. In undetermined universes, Theorem 3.1 reads as follows.
Theorem 3.2. Let r be some ﬁnite relation. Then |=r X ։w Y if and only if νY (νDom(r)−XY (r)) =
νDom(r)−XY (νY (r)).
Example 3.2. Consider again the following relation r:
Course Lady Gentleman Dance
Latin Lorena Flavio Salsa
Latin Flor Ruy Rumba
Latin Flor Flavio Rumba
Applying Theorem 3.2 we will illustrate that r satisﬁes the wMVD Course ։w Lady but violates the
wMVD Course ։w Gentleman.92 S. Hartmann and S. Link/On Weak Multivalued Dependencies
νLady(r)
Course Lady Gentleman Dance
Latin {Lorena} Flavio Salsa
Latin {Flor} Ruy Rumba
Latin {Flor} Flavio Rumba
νGentleman,Dance(νLady(r))
Course Lady (Gentleman,Dance)
Latin {Lorena} {(Flavio,Salsa)}
Latin {Flor} {(Ruy,Rumba),
(Flavio,Rumba)}
νGentleman,Dance(r)
Course Lady (Gentleman,Dance)
Latin Lorena {(Flavio,Salsa)}
Latin Flor {(Ruy,Rumba),
(Flavio,Rumba)}
νLady(νGentleman,Dance(r))
Course Lady (Gentleman,Dance)
Latin {Lorena} {(Flavio,Salsa)}
Latin {Flor} {(Ruy,Rumba),
(Flavio,Rumba)}
We recognise that νLady(νGentleman,Dance(r)) = νGentleman,Dance(νLady(r)). That is, r satisﬁes the
wMVD Course ։w Lady.
νGentleman(r)
Course Lady Gentleman Dance
Latin Lorena {Flavio} Salsa
Latin Flor {Ruy,Flavio} Rumba
νLady,Dance(νGentleman(r))
Course Gentleman (Lady,Dance)
Latin {Flavio} {(Lorena,Salsa)}
Latin {Ruy,Flavio} {(Flor,Rumba)}
νLady,Dance(r)
Course Gentleman (Lady,Dance)
Latin Flavio {(Lorena,Salsa),
(Flor,Rumba)}
Latin Ruy {(Flor,Rumba}
νGentleman(νLady,Dance(r))
Course Gentleman (Lady,Dance)
Latin {Flavio} {(Lorena,Salsa),
(Flor,Rumba)}
Latin {Ruy} {(Flor,Rumba}
We recognise that νLady,Dance(νGentleman(r))  = νGentleman(νLady,Dance(r)). That is, r violates the wMVD
Course ։w Gentleman.
Database Decompositions. Fischer and Van Gucht [10] give several characterisations of the satisfaction
of wMVDsby a database relation. Among others, the following deﬁnition is equivalent to the satisfaction
ofthe wMVDX ։w Y bythe R-relation r: r can bepartitioned horizontally into subrelations r1,...,rn
such that i) ri satisﬁes the multivalued dependency X ։ Y for i = 1,...,n, ii) ri[XY ] ∩ rj[XY ] = ∅
for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, and iii) ri[X(R − Y )] ∩ rj[X(R − Y )] = ∅ for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. This suggests that
a wMVD naturally captures a combination of horizontal and vertical decompositions in order to reduce
data redundancy in a relation. We consider an example to illustrate this point.
Example 3.3. Consider again the DANCE-relation from Example 2.1. Take a look at its horizontal par-
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r1
Course Lady Gentleman
Latin Racquel Jose
r2
Course Lady Gentleman
Latin Lorena Flavio
Latin Flor Ruy
Latin Flor Flavio
Latin Lorena Ruy
Both r1 and r2 satisfy the MVD Course ։ Lady, and are disjoint in their projections on {Course,Lady}
and {Course,Gentleman}. Consequently we would apply a lossless 4NF-decomposition [8] of both r1
and r2 obtaining
r1[Course,Lady]
Course Lady
Latin Racquel
r2[Course,Lady]
Course Lady
Latin Lorena
Latin Flor
r1[Course,Gentleman]
Course Gentleman
Latin Jose
r2[Course,Gentleman]
Course Gentleman
Latin Flavio
Latin Ruy
Hence, wesee the immediate beneﬁts since a lossless 4NF-decomposition is not applicable to the original
relation r because it does not satisfy the MVD Course ։ Lady.
Weak MVDs provide a more general framework for database decompositions than MVDs: a relation
r may violate an MVD but satisfy the respective wMVD. In this case r can be decomposed horizontally
into subrelations each of which exhibits the MVD and can be decomposed vertically. In this sense, the
role of the R-complementation rule for inferring wMVDs is similar to that for inferring MVDs: it is
merely a means for database normalisation. This role should be reﬂected syntactically in the axiomatisa-
tion of wMVDs.
Conditional Independencies. Bayesian networks provide a semantic modeling tool which greatly
facilitates the acquisition of probabilistic knowledge [31]. While multivalued dependencies allow us
to decompose a database relation into two of its projections without the loss of information, Bayesian
multivalued dependencies allow us to decompose a joint probability distribution into two of its marginal-
isations without the loss of information [41]. Consequently, the probability of an event can be obtained,
in principle, by appropriate marginalisations of the joint probability distribution.
Object-oriented Bayesian networks were introduced to facilitate the construction of large Bayesian
networks [23]. Similar to how the nested relational model of data allows the value of an attribute to
be itself a nested relation, object-oriented Bayesian networks allow the value of a variable to be itself a
distribution. In particular, weak conditional independencies provide a necessary and sufﬁcient condition
to obtain a unique coarsended distribution [6]. This is equivalent to weak multivalued dependencies
providing a characterisation of nesting operations that commute [20].94 S. Hartmann and S. Link/On Weak Multivalued Dependencies
4. Axiomatisations in Fixed Universes
We show in this section that the system F [10] cannot always separate those wMVDs that are universally
valid from those that are only valid in the underlying universe. In fact, the R-complementation rule
CR cannot fully justify its purpose for inferring only those wMVDs that result from the context of the
ﬁxed relation schema R. However, by replacing the R-complementation rule CR in F by the natural
R-complementation rule CN
R we obtain an axiomatisation for wMVDs that is indeed R-complementary
for all relation schemata R.
Theorem 4.1. There is some relation schema R which F is not R-complementary for.
Proof:
Fix R = ABCD, let Σ = {A ։w B} and ϕ = AD ։w CD. We show ﬁrst that ϕ is R-implied by Σ.
In fact, consider the following inference of ϕ from Σ by F.
A ։w B
CR : A ։w CD
A : AD ։w CD
Since F is R-sound it follows that ϕ is R-implied by Σ. Since ϕ cannot be inferred from Σ by W =
F − {CR}, according to Lemma 5.1, one must apply the R-complementation rule CR at least once to
infer ϕ from Σ by F. However, in any inference of ϕ from Σ by F it is not possible to apply the R-
complementation rule CR in the very last step of the inference since the attribute D occurs in both lhs(ϕ)
and rhs(ϕ) but any wMVD resulting from an application of the R-complementation rule CR has disjoint
left- and right-hand sides. ⊓ ⊔
We will now show that the system WC = {R,T1,T2,A,CN
R } is indeed R-complementary for all
relation schemata R. Consequently, the natural R-complementation rule CN
R adequately justiﬁes its
purpose in capturing all those wMVDs that result from the ﬁxation of a relation schema.
Theorem 4.2. Let R be some relation schema, and let Σ be a set of wMVDs on R. For every inference
γ from Σ by the system F there is an inference ξ from Σ by the system WC with the following properties:
• γ and ξ infer the same wMVD,
• in ξ the natural R-complementation rule CN
R is applied at most once, and
• if CN
R is applied in ξ, then CN
R is applied as the last rule.
Proof:
The proof is done by strong induction on the length l of the inference γ. If l = 1, then ξ := γ has the
desired properties. Let l > 1, and γ = [ψ1,...,ψl] be an inference from Σ by F which has length l. All
together, one needs to consider ﬁve cases according to which inference rule in F was applied to infer ψl
from [ψ1,...,ψl−1].
Case 1. In this case ψl has been inferred by an application of the reﬂexivity axiom R or is an element of
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Case 2. In this case ψl has been inferred by an application of the transport rule T1 to the premise ψi
where i < l. Let ξi be obtained by applying the induction hypothesis to γi = [ψ1,...,ψi]. Consider the
inference ¯ ξ = [ξi,ψl]. If in ξi the natural R-complementation rule CN
R is not applied, then ξ := ¯ ξ has
the desired properties. If in ξi the natural R-complementation rule CN
R is applied as the last rule, then ¯ ξ
has the form [ξ′
i,XV ։w R − Y
| {z }
=ξi
,XV ։w (R − Y ) − V ] where the last two steps are of the following
form:
XV ։w Y
CN
R : XV ։w R − Y
T1 : XV ։w (R − Y ) − V
| {z }
=R−Y V
These steps, however, can be replaced by the following steps:
XV ։w Y
T2 : XV ։w Y V
CN
R : XV ։w R − Y V
The inference ξ := [ξ′
i,XV ։w Y V,XV ։w R − Y V ], resulting from this replacement, meets the
desired properties.
Case 3. In this case ψl has been inferred by an application of the transport rule T2 to the premise ψi
where i < l. Let ξi be obtained by applying the induction hypothesis to γi = [ψ1,...,ψi]. Consider the
inference ¯ ξ = [ξi,ψl]. If in ξi the natural R-complementation rule CN
R is not applied, then ξ := ¯ ξ has the
desired properties. If in ξi the natural R-complementation rule CN
R is applied as the last rule, then ¯ ξ has
the form [ξ′
i,XV ։w R − Y
| {z }
=ξi
,XV ։w (R − Y )V ] where the last two steps are of the following form:
XV ։w Y
CN
R : XV ։w R − Y
T2 : XV ։w (R − Y )V
| {z }
=R−(Y −V )
These steps, however, can be replaced by the following steps:
XV ։w Y
T1 : XV ։w Y − V
CN
R : XV ։w R − (Y − V )
The inference ξ := [ξ′
i,XV ։w Y −V,XV ։w R−(Y −V )], resulting from this replacement, meets
the desired properties.
Case 4. In this case ψl has been inferred by an application of the augmentation rule A to the premise
ψi where i < l. Let ξi be obtained by applying the induction hypothesis to γi = [ψ1,...,ψi]. Consider
the inference ¯ ξ = [ξi,ψl]. If in ξi the natural R-complementation rule CN
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desired properties. If in ξi the natural R-complementation rule CN
R is applied as the last rule, then ¯ ξ has
the form [ξ′
i,X ։w R − Y
| {z }
=ξi
,XV ։w R − Y ] where the last two steps are of the following form:
X ։w Y
CN
R : X ։w R − Y
A : XV ։w R − Y
These steps, however, can be replaced by the following steps:
X ։w Y
A : XV ։w Y
CN
R : XV ։w R − Y
The inference ξ := [ξ′
i,XV ։w Y,XV ։w R−Y ], resulting from this replacement, meets the desired
properties.
Case 5. In this case ψl has been inferred by an application of the R-complementation rule CR to the
premise ψi where i < l. Let ξi be obtained by applying the induction hypothesis to γi = [ψ1,...,ψi].
Consider the inference ¯ ξ = [ξi,ψl]. If in ξi the natural R-complementation rule CN
R is not applied, then
¯ ξ has the form [ξi,X ։w R − XY ] where the last step is of the following form:
X ։w Y
CR : X ։ R − XY
This step, however, can be replaced by the following steps:
X ։w Y
T2 : X ։w XY
CN
R : X ։w R − XY
The inference ξ := [ξi,X ։w XY,X ։w R−XY ], resulting from this replacement, meets the desired
properties.
In the remaining case, the natural R-complementation rule CN
R is applied as the last rule in ξi. Con-
sequently, ¯ ξ has the form [ξ′
i,X ։w R − Y
| {z }
=ξi
,XV ։w R−((R −Y )X)] where the last two steps are of
the following form:
X ։w Y
CN
R : X ։w R − Y
CR : X ։ R − ((R − Y )X)
| {z }
=Y −X
These steps, however, can be replaced by the following step:
X ։w Y
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The inference ξ := [ξ′
i,X ։w Y − X], resulting from this replacement, meets the desired properties.
This concludes the proof. ⊓ ⊔
Among others Theorem 4.2 shows that W = WC−{CN
R } is nearly R-complete for the R-implication
of wMVDs on any relation schema R. Indeed, for every R-implied wMVD X ։w Y the system W
enables us to infer X ։w Y itself or X ։w R − Y .
Corollary 4.1. Let Σ ∪ {X ։w Y } be a ﬁnite set of wMVDs with ∪σ∈ΣAttr(σ) ∪ XY ⊆ R. Then
X ։w Y ∈ Σ+
WC if and only if X ։w Y ∈ Σ+
W or X ։w (R − Y ) ∈ Σ+
W.
Another interpretation of Corollary 4.1 is the following: the ﬁxing of a relation schema can be
deferred until the very last step of an inference.
Example 4.1. Consider the relation schema DANCE from Example 2.1 and Σ = {Course ։w Lady}.
It follows that Course ։w Course, Lady ∈ Σ+
W, and Course ։w Gentleman / ∈ Σ+
W but Course ։w
Gentleman ∈ Σ+
WC. In the last inference we eventually commit ourselves to the relation schema DANCE
by applying the natural DANCE-complementation rule in the ﬁnal step of the inference.
5. An Axiomatisation for Undetermined Universes
In this section, we will establish the ﬁrst axiomatisation for wMVDs in undetermined universes. While
we have seen in Corollary 4.1 that W = {R,T1,T2,A} is nearly R-complete for the R-implication
on all relation schemata R, it turns out that W is indeed complete for the implication of wMVDs in
undetermined universes.
Before proving this result we show two technical lemmata. The correctness of the ﬁrst lemma can
easily be observed by inspecting the syntactic deﬁnitions of the inference rules in W. For each of the
rules, the right-hand side of the conclusion does not contain any attribute that did not already occur in
the left-hand side of the conclusion or in the right-hand side of its premise.
Lemma 5.1. Let Σ∪{ϕ} be a ﬁnite set of wMVDs. If ϕ ∈ Σ+
W, then rhs(ϕ) ⊆ ∪σ∈Σrhs(σ)∪lhs(ϕ).
Proof:
We will show the following: if γ = [ψ1,...,ψl] denotes an inference of ψl = ϕ by W, then rhs(ϕ) ⊆
∪σ∈Σrhs(σ) ∪ lhs(ϕ). The proof is done by strong induction on the length l of γ.
Let l = 1. In this case ϕ has been inferred either by a single application of the reﬂexivity axiom R
or ϕ ∈ Σ. In either case we have rhs(ϕ) ⊆ ∪σ∈Σrhs(σ) ∪ lhs(ϕ).
Let l > 1. We distinguish between four different cases according to which ϕ is inferred from
[ψ1,...,ψl−1] by W.
In the ﬁrst case we assume that ϕ ∈ Σ or ϕ has been inferred by an application of the reﬂexivity
axiom R. This is just the same situation as in the case where l = 1.
In the second case we assume that ϕ has been inferred by an application of the transport rule T1 to
ψi with i < l. Then the last step of γ has the form:
XV ։w Y
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where ψi = XV ։w Y and Y ⊆ ∪σ∈Σrhs(σ)∪XV by induction hypothesis, and ψl = XV ։ Y −V .
It follows that Y − V ⊆ Y ⊆ ∪σ∈Σrhs(σ) ∪ XV .
In the third case we assume that ϕ has been inferred by an application of the transport rule T2 to ψi
with i < l. Then the last step of γ has the form:
XV ։w Y
XV ։w Y V
where ψi = XV ։w Y and Y ⊆ ∪σ∈Σrhs(σ) ∪ XV by induction hypothesis, and ψl = XV ։ Y V .
It follows that Y V ⊆ ∪σ∈Σrhs(σ) ∪ XV .
In the fourth case we assume that ϕ has been inferred by an application of the augmentation rule A
to ψi with i < l. Then the last step of γ has the form:
X ։w Y
XV ։w Y
where ψi = X ։w Y and Y ⊆ ∪σ∈Σrhs(σ) ∪ X by induction hypothesis, and ψl = XV ։ Y . It
follows that Y ⊆ ∪σ∈Σrhs(σ) ∪ XV . This concludes the proof. ⊓ ⊔
For the next lemma notice that attributes outside of ∪σ∈ΣAttr(σ) can always be introduced only in
the two ﬁnal steps of the inference utilising the augmentation rule A and the transport rule T2.
Lemma 5.2. Let Σ ∪ {ϕ} be a ﬁnite set of wMVDs. If ϕ ∈ Σ+
W, then there is some inference ξ =
[ψ1,...,ψl+2] of ϕ from Σ by W such that every attribute occurring in ψ1,...,ψl is an element of
∪σ∈ΣAttr(σ), and every attribute occurring in ψl+1 is an element of Attr(ϕ).
Proof:
Forconvenience let usdeﬁne T := ∪σ∈ΣAttr(σ). Moreover, letψ∩T denote the wMVDlhs(ψ)∩T ։w
rhs(ψ) ∩ T.
Let ξ′ = [ψ1,...,ψl] be any inference of ϕ from Σ by W. Consider the sequence
¯ ξ = [ψ1 ∩ T,...,ψl ∩ T].
We claim that ¯ ξ is an inference of ϕ ∩ T from Σ by W. For if ψi is an element of Σ, then ψi ∩ T = ψi.
Furthermore, one can easily verify that if ψi is the result of applying one of the rules T1,T2,A in ξ′, then
ψi ∩ T is the result of applying the same rule to the corresponding premises in ¯ ξ.
According to Lemma 5.1 we have rhs(ϕ) ⊆ ∪σ∈Σrhs(σ)∪lhs(ϕ) ⊆ T ∪lhs(ϕ). Hence, rhs(ϕ)−
T ⊆ lhs(ϕ). If ϕ denotes the wMVD X ։w Y , then this means that Y − T ⊆ X holds. This implies
that we can infer ϕ from X ∩ T ։ Y ∩ T as follows:
X ∩ T ։w Y ∩ T
A : (X ∩ T) ∪ X ։w Y ∩ T
T2 : X ։w (Y ∩ T) ∪ (Y − T)
| {z }
=Y
Hence, the inference ξ := [¯ ξ,X ։w Y ∩ T,X ։ Y ] has the desired properties. ⊓ ⊔S. Hartmann and S. Link/On Weak Multivalued Dependencies 99
We can now establish the ﬁrst axiomatisation of wMVDs in undetermined universes.
Theorem 5.1. The system W = {R,T1,T2,A} is sound and complete for the implication of wMVDs.
Proof:
For all relation schemata R, the R-soundness of the inference rules in W has been established in previous
work [10]. According to Deﬁnitions 2.2 and 2.3 an inference rule that is R-sound for all R is also sound.
Hence, the inference rules in W are all sound.
For the soundness of W one needs to show that every ϕ ∈ Σ+
W is implied by Σ. Let T :=
∪σ∈ΣAttr(σ) ∪ Attr(ϕ). Then we need to show that every relation r that satisﬁes T ⊆ Dom(r)
and |=r σ for all σ ∈ Σ also satisﬁes |=r ϕ. We have established in Lemma 5.2 that there is an inference
ξ of ϕ from Σ by W such that Attr(ψ) ⊆ T ⊆ Dom(r) holds for every ψ occurring in ξ. Since each
rule of W is sound we can therefore conclude by induction that each ψ occurring in ξ is satisﬁed by r.
In particular, r also satisﬁes ϕ.
For the completeness of W we assume that ϕ / ∈ Σ+
W. Let R ⊆ A be a ﬁnite set of attributes such that
T is a proper subset of R, i.e., T ⊂ R. In particular, it follows that R − Y is not a subset of T.
If ϕ denotes the wMVD X ։w Y , then Lemma 5.1 shows that X ։w R − Y / ∈ Σ+
W since R − Y
is not a subset of T. From X ։w Y / ∈ Σ+
Wand X ։w R−Y / ∈ Σ+
W we conclude X ։w Y / ∈ Σ+
WC by
Corollary 4.1. However, WC is R-complete for the R-implication of wMVDs for all relation schemata
R. Hence, it follows that Σ does not R-imply ϕ. Consequently, Σ does not imply ϕ. ⊓ ⊔
Example 5.1. Let Σ = {Course ։w Lady}. The wMVD Course ։w Gentleman is not implied by Σ
and, thus, not derivable by using the inference rules in W.
The inference system W does not permit the application of the natural R-complementation rule, and
does therefore not result in the inference of wMVDs that are possibly semantically meaningless.
6. Conclusion and Future Work
We have investigated inference systems for weak multivalued dependencies for two different notions of
logical implication. On the one hand, we have established the ﬁrst axiomatisation in ﬁxed universes
which is R-complementary for all relation schemata R. On the other hand, we have established the ﬁrst
axiomatisation of wMVDs in undetermined universes. This extends previous research on the class of
multivalued dependencies [3, 4, 12, 27, 28].
Finally, we would like to suggest further lines of research into this direction. There exists an ax-
iomatisation for the combined class of MVDs and wMVDs in ﬁxed universes [11]. The system includes
an R-complementation rule for MVDs, an R-complementation rule for wMVDs and the so-called weak
diminution rule
XZ1 ։w Y,XY ։ Z1,XZ2 ։w Y
X ։w Y
where {Y,Z1,Z2} forms a partition of R − X and R denotes the underlying universe. It represents a
challenge to identify an inference system in which both R-complementation rules are the only inference
rules that depend on the underlying universe, in which for every inference of an MVD there is always an
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last step of the inference but an application of the R-complementation rule for wMVDs is not necessary
at all, and in which for every inference of a wMVD there is always an inference of the same wMVD in
which the R-complementation rule for wMVDs is at most applied at the very last step of the inference
but an application of the R-complementation rule for MVDs is not necessary at all. It seems intuitive
that this system (if it exists) without the two R-complementation rules forms an axiomatisation of MVDs
and wMVDs in undetermined universes. It is also still an open problem to ﬁnd an axiomatisation for the
combined class of FDs, MVDs and wMVDs [11].
There are equivalences between the logical R-implication of classes of relational dependencies and
classes of conditional independencies in Bayesian networks [6, 41]. It would be interesting to investi-
gate whether these equivalences are also valid for the notion of implication in undetermined universes.
Perhaps more interestingly, this notion of implication has not been studied previously for conditional
independencies.
While embedded multivalued dependencies do not have a ﬁnite ground axiomatisation [18, 19] the
class of so-called conﬂict-free embedded multivalued dependencies is ﬁnitely axiomatisable [31]. It
would be interesting to study this class of relational dependencies from the perspective of undetermined
universes.
A very interesting treatment of MVDsin the context of Entity-Relationship modeling can be found in
[36]. There, the R-complete inference rules do not directly apply an R-complementation rule but make
use of R’s partitions into components and attributes where R denotes some relationship type. This is
another way of indicating the dependence of implication on the underlying universe R. In this context it
would therefore be very interesting to investigate the notion of implication in undetermined universes.
Several classes of relational dependencies such as keys, functional and multivalued dependencies
have also been studied in the context of the eXtensible Markup Language XML [1, 5, 13, 16, 17, 33, 38,
39, 40]. To the best of our knowledge weak multivalued dependencies and their associated decomposi-
tions have not been investigated so far for XML.
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